
Fascia Installation Guide

How to measure aluminium 
fascia:
Before ordering, ensure that the boxed 

and ready to measure. Skyline Aluminium 
Fascia is made to measure: choose from 

Typical examples of SF1, SF2 and SF3 are 
shown above. To order, simply measure 

selection of incremental girth sizes to 

with a dimension of A = 140mm and B 

therefore choose 0-200mm girth = 
SF1/200 product code.

3.

to fascia installation. Please refer to 

Skyline Aluminium Fascia is an over 
fascia that requires a timber or steel 
carcass substrate. Typically, when 

will penetrate the aluminium fascia 

to the rafters to provide a structural 

fascia and subsequent gutter. 

Fix fascia onto the substrate using low 

roundhead woodscrews or 4.9 to 5.5 

thermal movement and expansion. 

centres to substrate. 
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Where a gable box end is required, start 

then proceed to install the rest of the fascia.

Cut the gable box end to size by carefully measuring and transferring the template onto 
the gable box component. Note that the gable box is supplied with three pre-folded 

underneath. All other cut edges should be painted using the appropriate touch-up paint.

Where a stop end is used: typically 

the gable is angled directly into the 

First install the gable end/bargeboard 
aluminium fascia; use the right or left 
handed stop end to start your fascia 
installation.

With the stop end and union installed, 
proceed with overlaying the fascia 
lengths in sequence, taking care at each 
joint to leave an expansion gap. Use the 
loose union provided at each joint, al-
lowing for a 4mm expansion gap at each 
joint. Apply a bead of silicone sealant 
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Internal and external corners should 
be installed prior to adjoining fascia 
lengths. Fascia length should be cut to 
allow for 4mm expansion between all 
joints. Use the loose unions provided at 
each joint and follow the advice shown 
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9. Apex angles and raking angles are typically used on gable end or dormer applications. Apex 
and raking angles are made to order to suit the roof pitch and site requirements. Alter-
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